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1. Introduction 

The 2015 refugee crisis has put Austria in the epicentre of the Euro-
pean asylum debate. Despite the country’s long history of being a bridge-
head for migratory flows to Western Europe, the increasing influx of 
refugees since the summer of 2015 has led to disparate political reactions 
by Austria’s political system, by its Grand Coalition government as well 
as by civil society. While the initial efforts of coping with the challenge 
were characterised by a welcoming approach, active civic engagement 
and organised transit in cooperation with German officials, by the end of 
2015 both public debate as well as the government‘s strategy had under-
gone a drastic shift in light of growing pressure from the public, tabloid 
media and populist radical right parties. It turned Austria into a vanguard 
for a closed borders approach and asylum caps, abandoning the balking 
supranational efforts by the European Union. One year after the start of 
this crisis, increasingly polarised public opinion, beleaguered government 
parties and ongoing uncertainty about the future management of refugee 
movements have left a significant mark on Austrian politics and society. 

This chapter aims at reconstructing the development of the political 
debate on Austrian refugee management from 2015 to 2016. After a brief 
introduction to the country’s history in the policy area of asylum and its 
major lines of conflict, the chapter presents findings from a qualitative 
content analysis of Austrian newspapers (quality papers as well as tab-
loids). The analysis identifies governmental and non-governmental argu-
ments, discourse coalitions as well as Austria’s shifting position within 
the framework of European refugee policy and the consequences for Aus-
trian politics. 
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2. National Background in a Historic Perspective 

To Austrian political history, refugees are no novelty. Despite the 
longstanding hesitation by political elites and the wider public to consider 
Austria a country of immigration, in the post-war era it has repeatedly 
demonstrated its capacity for successful management of large refugee 
influx. The following two sections shed light on the country’s experienc-
es during two major periods: the cold-war era placing Austria on the de-
marcation line of two ideological blocs as well as the decades thereafter 
in which European Integration has moved Austria to the geographic cen-
tre of the European Union.

2.1. The History of a Bridgehead Country – Refugee Flows in 
Austria’s Second Republic 

After regaining its independence from allied occupation in 1955, for 
Austria’s Second Republic the declaration of neutrality became a corner 
stone of national identity which policy makers sought to promote both at 
home and abroad. The management of refugee movements offered a 
means to demonstrate the country’s neutral role as a bridgehead between 
East and West. Due to its geographical location Austria provided one of 
the first safe havens for people fleeing from Soviet territories, yet for 
most refugees it served mostly as a transit country (Heiss & Rathkolb, 
1995). This allowed domestic policy makers to use the asylum issue as an 
instrument of symbolic politics by positioning Austria as a country of 
refuge without carrying the burden of largescale incorporation of refu-
gees – between 1945 and 1990 about 650,000 people entered the Western 
world through the Austrian gateway, but only a small percent of them 
settled permanently (Bauer, 2008; Volf, 1995). As figure 1 demonstrates, 
during the cold war era the most important sources for asylum applica-
tions in Austria resulted from Eastern European refugees, in particular 
three major groups: Hungarian refugees in the wake of the Hungarian 
Revolution in 1956, Czechoslovakian refugees in the course of the Pra-
gue Spring in 1968, and Polish refugees in consequence of the declaration 
of martial law in 1981 (Bauböck, 1996, pp. 8-11).  

A peak of refugees fleeing from the Romanian Revolution in 1989 
and 1990 marked the end of Austria’s era as a cold war bridgehead and 
brought a change to refugees’ countries of origin: on the one hand, the 
civil wars in Yugoslavia shifted the focus southwards to the Western 
Balkans and due to the large numbers of Croatian (1991), Bosnian 
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(1995/96) and Kosovan (1999) refugees, a “de facto”-program was 
launched that suspended case-by-case-review. On the other hand, extra-
European refugees increasingly dominated which – statistically – became 
most evident after the millennium with the end of intra-European refugee 
movements. Now, refugees from countries like Afghanistan, Iraq, Nige-
ria, Chechenia or Turkey led to another period of increasing asylum re-
quests during the first years of the new century. 

Figure 1: Annual number of asylum requests, 1954-2016 

Source: Statistical Handbook of the Republic of Austria; Statistics Austria 
Note: Not included in the official statistics on asylum requests are "de facto"-
refugees from Bosnia and Kosovo between 1991 and 1999 (~100,000). 
* For the year 2016, the number of asylum requests considers available data until 
November. 

2.2. Contested Asylum Policy in the New Era 

With the country’s shift from a transition country into being a desti-
nation country for refugees after the cold war era and in anticipation of 
the country’s accession to the European Union and the Schengen area, 
Austrian policy makers began to reshape legal regulations. In 1991 a 
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major reform of the 1968 asylum law2 was conducted under premise of 
“preventing asylum abuse” and thus restricted access for unsubstantiated 
asylum requests (Fassmann & Fenzl, 2003). Since then the asylum re-
gime has become one of the most frequently amended areas of Austrian 
law (Ataç, 2014), further restricting the asylum procedure and reforming 
the administrative institutions responsible for its implementation (for the
evolution of the asylum policy regime, see Fassmann & Fenzl, 2003; 
Langthaler & Trauner, 2009; Schumacher, 2008; Vogl, 2007). In line 
with permanent legislative reform, media coverage and public discourse 
on refugees have become equally contentious ever since and usurped 
debate on other forms of immigration, e.g. labour migration or family 
reunion (Bauböck & Perchinig, 2006, p. 735). Until today the institution-
alisation of the policy area of asylum is contested along three different 
lines of political conflict with specific actors that have become relevant 
players in the Austrian asylum regime: 

Partisan politics. As Austria is a prototypical party democracy, the 
most dominant source of conflict in Austrian politics has traditionally 
been party competition (Luther, 1999). Austrian political parties are the 
central hinge between electoral platforms, parliamentary legislators and 
the executive branch, thus they structure political conflict in Austria 
(Müller, 1993). Since the start of the Second Republic, mainstream cen-
tre-left Social Democrats (SPÖ) and centre-right People’s Party (ÖVP) 
have been the most dominant party actors. Through “austro-corporatism” 
they have been closely entangled with the major economic interest groups 
(Chamber of Business, Chamber of Agriculture, Chamber of Labour, 
Trade Union Federation and Federation of Industrialists) (Gerlich, 1992). 
Based on consociationalism, for about five decades SPÖ and ÖVP either 
governed together in a Grand Coalition (1955-1966; 1986-1999) or alone 
in a single-party government (1966-1983) (Müller, 2008).3 However, the 
reform of the Austrian asylum regime since the early 1990s coincided 
with a period of beginning decline for both mainstream parties at the cost 
of fringe parties, such as the radical right Freedom Party (FPÖ) or the 
left-libertarian Austrian Greens – later also the FPÖ-splinter parties Lib-

                                                      
2 The 1968 asylum law was the Austrian implementation law of the Geneva 
Convention on Refugees. It had little regulatory depth (Fassmann & Fenzl, 
2003). 
3 With only a brief interruption of three years, featuring a coalition government 
formed by the SPÖ and the Freedom Party (FPÖ) between 1983 and 1986. 
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eral Forum (LIF) and the right-wing Alliance for the future of Austria 
(BZÖ) – who actively politicised the asylum topic and established owner-
ship of the issue (Gruber, 2014). After a six-year period featuring a right-
wing government coalition of ÖVP and FPÖ/BZÖ (2000-2006), Grand 
Coalition has returned as the dominant governing constellation until to-
day. However, as demonstrated by a frame analysis from 2006-2010, in 
the aftermath of this comeback discursive coalitions on asylum were still 
separated between a highly liberal group of actors (Greens, NGOs, most 
interest groups), a modestly liberal group (in particular the SPÖ) as well 
as a predominantly restrictive group (Ministry of Interior, the ÖVP’s 
federal branch as well as FPÖ and BZÖ) (Gruber, 2010). This ideological 
discord between the now reunited Grand Coalition parties on asylum 
matters provided conflict potential once the factual need for concerted 
action grew, as it did in the European refugee crisis of 2015.  

Federalist power struggles. The Austrian political system can be 
characterised as a “centralistic federation“ (Pelinka & Rosenberger, 
2007) or as “federation without federalism” (Erk, 2004). Thus, its consti-
tution formally separates three political tiers: a federal level (Bund), a 
state level comprising nine provinces (Länder) and more than 2,000 mu-
nicipalities (Gemeinden). Legislative competences are concentrated with-
in the first two tiers, administrative competences are shared between all 
three tiers – depending on the policy area in question (Gamper & Koch, 
2013). In comparative perspective the power of states and municipalities 
is limited (Bischof & Karlhofer, 2015), but in some policy areas they 
have become key political players. Constitutionally speaking, asylum 
policy belongs to those policy matters in which “(t)he Federation has 
powers of legislation and execution” (Article 10-BVG). However, the 
Austrian asylum regime consists of different stages: a) the access to the 
asylum procedure, b) the execution of the asylum procedure, c) the provi-
sion of primary care during the asylum procedure and, eventually (after 
its completion), d) either the integration of recognised refugees or the 
expulsion of rejected (Langthaler & Trauner, 2009, p. 451). And in some 
of these stages the states have obtained significant powers in recent years. 
Their most active involvement concerns the organisation of refugees’ 
primary care provision (Grundversorgung) (Rosenberger, 2010). While 
until 2004 the federal level was mainly responsible, the “basic provision 
agreement” introduced a shared responsibility between federal and state 
level. Thus, once refugees are admitted to the asylum procedure, states 
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are responsible for the provision of accommodation. Ever since its intro-
duction, the agreement has led to frictions regarding the apportionment 
formula across states and the accommodation facilities for refugees dur-
ing the asylum procedure (König & Rosenberger, 2011, pp. 17-18). Due 
to the moderate number of asylum requests in recent years, these frictions 
did not materialise in major shortages. But as the number of refugees 
steadily increased since 2014, so did the lack in accommodation and the 
political conflict tied to it.  

The entrenchment of governmental and non-governmental actors. A
third important line of conflict in the area of asylum policy is one be-
tween governmental and non-governmental actors, since the latter tradi-
tionally carry large parts of refugee field work in support of the limited 
state structures. While bigger welfare organisations (such as Caritas, 
Volkshilfe, Red Cross) had provided these services already in the begin-
ning of the Second Republic, since the 1990s a vast number of smaller 
initiatives emerged in response to the increasingly restrictive policy re-
gime and the hostile public discourse vis-à-vis refugees (Langthaler & 
Trauner, 2009, p. 456). Despite heterogeneous ideological backgrounds – 
ranging from conservative to left-libertarian – these non-governmental 
organisations widely agree on the common goal of providing support for 
refugees during all stages of their asylum procedure (such as legal coun-
selling, psychosocial care, housing, etc.). This co-existence of state struc-
tures and NGOs has become increasingly conflictive since the early 
2000s, when the ÖVP/FPÖ-government coalition started to redirect state 
subsidies away from these NGOs towards quasi-autonomous NGOs 
(QuaNGOs) and private contractors (Langthaler & Trauner, 2009; 
Perchinig, 2006). This decision was widely interpreted as a reaction to 
the political claims of NGOs, which – as mentioned above – are tradi-
tionally rather favouring inclusive regulations and, therefore, oftentimes 
are opposed to restrictive government measures. Since refugees them-
selves usually have little voice in public debates on asylum policy, NGOs 
are among the most vocal representatives of refugees’ interests in the 
public realm (Gruber, Herczeg & Wallner, 2012). As we will see, in the 
light of 2015’s refugee crisis, these voices proofed to be essential once 
again.
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3. The 2015 Refugee Crisis from an Austrian Angle 

The previous section has demonstrated that the asylum topic is noth-
ing new to Austrian domestic politics. In fact, it might rather be charac-
terised as an area of prolonged political controversy along multiple lines 
of conflict and with permanent changes to the legal regime towards a 
more restrictive procedure. Thus, an analysis of the 2015 European refu-
gee crisis from an Austrian perspective has to be read against the back-
ground of this permanent commotion. The following sections seek to 
chronologically trace the main stages of political debate since 2015, their 
impact on the drastic reorganisation of the Austrian asylum regime as 
well as the dramatic mark these developments have left on Austrian poli-
tics and society. It is based on a qualitative content analysis of the coun-
try’s two major quality newspapers (Der Standard with a national cover-
age of 5%, Die Presse with a national coverage of 4%) on the one hand 
as well as the leading tabloid paper Kronen Zeitung (with a national cov-
erage of 31%) on the other, in order to cover the different styles of cover-
age. Moreover, these papers’ editorial policies represent Austria’s most 
dominant politico-ideological profiles, ranging from a left-libertarian bias 
in Der Standard, to a bourgeois-conservative bias in Die Presse and a 
populist bias by the Kronen Zeitung that is characterised by social con-
servatism, euroscepticism and anti-immigrant rhetoric (Magin & Stark, 
2011). Since the antecedent events in Austrian asylum policy are an im-
portant factor to the comprehension of the developments since autumn 
2015, the examination period covered 18 months, from the turn of the 
year (January 2015) to summer of 2016 (June 2016). 

3.1. The Prelude: Unresolved Competence Struggles and a 
Looming Collapse 

Since autumn of 2014, after a stable period of moderate refugee in-
flux, the numbers of asylum applications had started to increase signifi-
cantly (see table 1), and the generally tense political climate in Austrian 
asylum policy began to heat up even more. Going into 2015, the conflict 
between the federal Ministry of Interior and the state governments on 
their insufficient provision of accommodations for asylum seekers 
reached a new peak. By this point only three out of nine states (Vienna, 
Lower Austria and Styria) provided sufficient accommodation according 
to the apportionment formula, despite repeated warnings of a growing 
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refugee influx by the federal Ministry of Interior in the wake of the con-
flicts in the Middle East (Die Presse, 2015, January 15). 

Table 1: Monthly number of asylum requests, 2013-2016 
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Jan. 1.208 -7,8 1.520 +25,8 4.128 +171,6 5.944 +44,0 
Feb. 1.185 +18,9 1.236 +4,3 3.288 +166,0 5.144 +56,4 
March 1.198 -1,6 1.332 +11,2 2.943 +120,9 3.369 +14,5 
Apr. 1.405 +13,4 1.410 +0,4 4.037 +186,3 4.176 +3,4
May 1.445 +7,4 1.781 +23,3 6.406 +259,7 3.859 -39,8 
June 1.799 +46,3 1.768 -1,7 7.696 +335,3 3.199 -58,4 
July 1.802 +9,0 2.218 +23,1 8.810 +297,2 3.074 -65,1 
Aug. 1.352 -23,0 2.447 +81,0 8.549 +249,4 3.271 -61,7 
Sept. 1.345 -24,2 3.298 +145,2 10.672 +223,6 2.621 -75,4 
Oct. 1.693 -20,0 3.159 +86,6 12.308 +289,6 2.599 -78,9 
Nov. 1.553 +2,0 3.692 +137,7 12.201 +230,5 2.362 -80,6 
Dec. 1.518 +21,4 4.203 +176,9 7.282 +73,3 

Total 17.503 +0,5 28.064 +60,3 88.320 +214,7 39.618 -51,1 

Source: Austrian Federal Ministry of Interior (as of December 2016) 

The country’s main federal reception facility in the city of Traiskir-
chen (Lower Austria) with a capacity of 1,800 was completely over-
allocated and in spring the situation began to escalate: refugees were 
sleeping on floors and lawns, they were washing themselves in a nearby 
river, the Ministry of Interior had to set up tent lodgings, inconclusive 
summits between federal and state representatives were held, and, even-
tually, the Lower Austrian governor decided to freeze on admissions due 
to severe medical and hygienic concerns at an occupancy of 4,500 people 
(Der Standard, 2015, July 31). Within a couple of weeks, its dysfunction-
ality had thrown the Austrian primary care system for refugees into one 
of its deepest crisis. Together with the publicly exhibited political conflict 
between federal and state levels as well as within federal government 
coalition itself, the Austrian asylum regime was a pathetic sight to every 
observer. In the end, the “Chancellery” decided to take over control from 
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the Ministry of Interior on this matter and in the Parliament the coalition 
parties together with the Greens agreed on passing an emergency meas-
ure, i.e. a “right to intervention” (Durchgriffsrecht) that allowed federal 
authorities to set up refugee shelters in the states without their explicit 
approval (entering into force October 2015) (Die Presse, 2015, Septem-
ber 23). Eventually, federal government had enforced its will but only 
with much collateral damage which would turn into a political mortgage 
for the events to come.  

3.2. The Climax: from Domestic Conflict to Transnational En-
trapment 

In this already tense atmosphere the refugee climax of September 
2015 came as a bombshell. If previously the topic had been debated from 
a largely domestic perspective, now it turned into a trans-national crisis 
moving Austria into international focus. Hungary’s decision to suspend 
the Dublin-III-regulations and to allow refugees their onward journey 
kicked off a new chapter in Austrian asylum history. The abrupt increase 
of refugee influx4 caught the authorities off guard, thus the first responses 
had transient character: the set-up of makeshift shelters at the Austro-
Hungarian border-town of Nickelsdorf, the activation of chartered trains 
carrying refugees to Vienna and onwards to Munich, the set-up of resup-
ply camps at Vienna’s main train station, etc. Only with the support by 
welfare organisations, by NGOs, and with a massive wave of engagement 
by civic society (providing commodity contributions, taking personal 
care of disoriented and famished refugees, offering translation services, 
etc.) the situation was fairly mastered. Interior Minister, Johanna Mikl-
Leitner (ÖVP), personally welcomed refugees at the central train station, 
assuring them of the country’s support and their safe onward travel. Even 
Austria’s major tabloid newspaper, the usually fairly anti-immigrant 
Kronen Zeitung, enthused over Austria’s “days of humanity” (Kronen 
Zeitung, 2015, September 5). Public figures such as artists, sportsmen 
and entrepreneurs came forward to support a “refugees welcome”-
movement that explicitly distanced itself from the Hungarian decisions. 
Vienna’s official stance vis-à-vis Budapest was fairly critical too: Austri-
an Chancellor Werner Faymann (SPÖ) opposed Hungarian Prime Minis-

                                                      
4 In September 2015 an estimated 200,000 refugees officially transited Austrian 
territory (Der Standard, 2015, October 7). 
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ter Victor Orbán’s “politics of waving through”, criticised the erection of 
a border fence at the Hungaro-Serbian border and compared the misdirec-
tion of refugee trains with “the darkest times of our continent” (Der 
Standard, 2015, September 2; Die Presse, 2015, September 12). Con-
versely, the cooperation with German Chancellor Angela Merkel was 
vividly enforced, as it allowed Austrian government to reactivate the 
narrative of being mainly a transition country. German and Austrian 
Chancellors personally coordinated with each other and signalled safe 
passage for refugees to Western Europe, with Germany as the primary 
destination.

However, this sudden wave of solidarity and civic engagement that 
had erupted in the climax of crisis ebbed away the longer the refugee 
influx persisted. While the first responses had been geared towards re-
gaining short-term control of an escalated situation, behind the political 
scenes the struggle for an alternative approach quickly set in. In light of 
increasingly strained public authorities, a growing scepticism in public 
opinion5 and critical coverage by tabloid media, the ÖVP demanded a 
more restrictive approach vis-à-vis asylum seekers and neighbour coun-
tries in order “not to overstrain” the population and the thousands of aides 
(Der Standard, 2015, September 15). The second, Germany decided to 
introduce border controls at its Austrian border and to shut down train 
services in mid-September, the tension within Austria’s government coa-
lition resurfaced. After an 18 hours marathon session the ÖVP got its way 
and forced the Chancellor into relenting to a border control mission on 
Austria’s eastern border to Hungary (Der Standard, 2015, September 15). 
The ÖVP had regained the upper hand on the coalition’s asylum strategy 
and pressed ahead with a claim for “temporary asylum” that not only 
received heavy criticism by legal experts, NGOs and Greens (Die Presse, 
2015, November 30)6 but also put the internally divided coalition partner 

                                                      
5 A survey on Austrian population conducted by Unique research showed that 
49% of Austrians responded that refugees would have a negative impact on the 
country, while only 24% expected a positive influence. Only 5% of the respond-
ents had no opinion on the topic (n=500, confidence interval 4,4%) (Profil, 2015, 
September 14). 
6 Existing regulations already allowed authorities to review the validity of flight 
reasons during and after the completion of the asylum procedure. Moreover, 
critics feared an immense bureaucratic overhead (Die Presse, 2015, November 
30).  
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SPÖ under further pressure – a pattern that would turn into a blueprint for 
the following months.  

3.3. The Chronification of Crisis: National Precedences for a  
European Challenge 

The shift of refugee routes from Hungary to Croatia and Slovenia in 
October 2015 also shifted Austrian attention towards its southern border 
and opened the next chapter in the political drama: Germany’s temporary 
decision to process refugees at the Austrian border in blocks led to a 
growing tailback of refugees at the Austro-Slovenian border and the re-
maining countries on the Balkan route. While on the top level the Mer-
kel-Faymann-axis was still longing for cooperation, on the ministerial 
level dissonances grew (Der Standard, 2015, October 29). The ÖVP 
aligned with the growing internal opposition to Chancellor Merkel led by 
the German Christian Socialist Union (CSU), and Austrian Foreign Min-
ister, Sebastian Kurz (ÖVP), overtly demanded “an end to the welcoming 
policy” (Der Standard, 2015, November 11). When Interior Minister, 
Johanna Mikl-Leitner, examined the southern border she claimed that 
“we have to build a Fortress Europe” (Die Presse, 2015, October 22) and 
announced that temporary “structural measures” (bauliche Maßnahmen)
(Die Presse, 2015, October 27) would be taken to secure the southern 
border. While she was talking about “a fence”, Chancellor Faymann 
downplayed it to be merely “a door with side panels”, thus rather envi-
sioning a transit area designed to an orderly entry process (Der Standard, 
2015, October 29). The episode once again displayed the discord between 
Austria’s governing parties on both the substance and the designation of 
adequate solutions. Yet, after weeks of conflicting proposals, the ÖVP 
again succeeded in enforcing its plan to erect a border fence (Der Stand-
ard, 2015, November 14). 14 years after the EU-east-enlargement, Aus-
tria reestablished the very first fortified border separating two countries in 
the Schengen area. Even though its length comprised only 3.7 kilometres 
(with 25 kilometres of optional expansion) the symbolic precedence for 
the Schengen area was set. 

The outcome fuelled the internal division within the SPÖ between 
proponents for a more sensitive approach and the party’s more restrictive 
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branches7, eventually leading to the nomination of Burgenland’s former 
police commissioner, Hans-Peter Doskozil – a proponent of a tougher 
stance on asylum – to become Defence Minister in January 2016. It sig-
nalled the official „relaunch” (Werner Faymann, Der Standard, 2016, 
January 18) of the government’s asylum strategy towards a tougher 
stance. Doskozil seconded Interior Minister Mikl-Leitner on the expan-
sion of national border security and together with Foreign Minister Kurz 
he organised border control missions with countries on the Balkan route. 
The government’s new strategy going into 2016 was to initiate a domino-
effect: coordinated national border control measures by Austria, Hungary 
and the countries on the Western Balkans should shut down the Balkan 
route and switch back the refugee flows to the Greek borders, creating 
pressure for a common border control mission on the EU’s external bor-
ders. At the Western Balkans conference hosted by the Austrian govern-
ment in late February of 2016, Vienna took the lead in advancing this 
shut-down, disregarding the criticism from Brussels, Berlin and Athens. 
Within a four-months-period the Austrian government had shifted from 
“an Angela-Merkel-course to a Viktor-Orbán-course”, as a prominent 
Green Party member of parliament cynically summarised (Der Standard, 
2016, February 7).  

From the curtailment of welfare benefits for refugees, to their obliga-
tion to community services, or the suspension of family reunification – 
ever since this “relaunch” the proposals for further restrictions have dom-
inated political debate. The most controversial example was the introduc-
tion of an annual asylum cap, putting a limit on the number of refugees 
permitted to the asylum procedure. Suggested by the ÖVP it provoked 
another heated controversy with familiar discursive alliances: NGOs, law 
experts, libertarian opposition parties, liberal interest groups (e.g. the 
Federation of Industrialists) as well as the leftist faction of the SPÖ to-
gether with the Austrian president Heinz Fischer declined the idea (as did 
German Chancellor Angela Merkel), questioning its conformity with 
constitutional law and with human rights in general. Right wing parties, 
protectionist interest groups (Chamber of Business, Chamber of Labour) 
and the rightist faction of the SPÖ supported the proposal, arguing with 
the normative power of the factual exhaustion of resources which would 

                                                      
7 With the state party sections of Vienna and Burgenland (the former being in a 
ruling coalition with the Greens, the latter with the FPÖ in their respective state 
governments) becoming the spear heads of this internal struggle. 
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require such a limitation. Ultimately, two legal opinions commissioned 
by the government concluded that despite being in conflict with the Aus-
trian constitution, refugee limits would be legitimate if the maintenance 
of public order and internal security was under threat (Obwexer & Funk, 
2016). Claiming that this was already the case, the government coalition 
railroaded the respective amendment to the asylum law to be passed by 
the Austrian parliament in April 2016. It enabled government to pass an 
emergency decree that restricts the access to Austrian territory for asylum 
applicants if it can be plausibly substantiated that the functioning of state 
institutions is endangered at a specific number of applicants (§36). While 
the law does not mention a concrete number, SPÖ and ÖVP agreed on a 
limit of 37,500 applicants for 2016 at which the emergency decree would 
be activated. After fortifying the first internal Schengen border and bro-
kering a shut-down on the Balkan route, the Austrian government had set 
yet another European precedence: the provision for a quantitative limit to 
grant a human right.  

3.4. The Secondary Diseases: Socio-Political Consequences after 
the Stress-Test 

As the previous sections have demonstrated, between autumn 2015 
and spring 2016, the Austrian government’s approach to asylum policy 
has changed from “moral” to “protectionist”: from the adaption of all 
available resources so that they would conform with the reality of a major 
refugee influx to the limitation of refugee influx by all available means so 
that they would conform with public opinion and fading civ-
ic/administrative resources. The bottom line is clear: refugees are not so 
welcome any more – only at a limited number, for a limited period, at a 
limited cost and under the premise of unequivocal integration. While 
from an administrative perspective the tightened grip has helped to 
reestablish broad control over the refugee influx, the developments since 
2015 have left a drastic mark on Austrian politics and society.

Above all, they have turned the party political landscape upside 
down. Since 2015 the mainstream coalition parties have lost massive 
ground in the polls vis-à-vis the FPÖ that currently is establishing itself 
as the strongest force in Austrian party politics (see figure 2). SPÖ and 
ÖVP have reached their all-time-lows while the FPÖ climbed to an all-
time high – a pattern that also left its mark on the 2016 presidential race: 
in the first round, FPÖ-candidate Norbert Hofer outdistanced the remain-
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ing candidates by almost 14%, while candidates of SPÖ and ÖVP did not 
even make into the second ballot. After Hofer’s narrow defeat against 
former Green party leader Alexander Van der Bellen in the second round 
and the constitutional court’s ensuing decision for an election rerun to be 
repeated in December 2016, only with substantial support of a broad anti-
populist coalition of members from other parties the FPÖ-candidate was 
prevented from becoming the first president nominated by a radical right 
populist party in a Western European Democracy.  

Figure 2: Opinion polls – party preference at an upcoming election, 2013-
2016 

Note: Graphs are based on periodic Gallup polls. Sample size between Nov. 
2013 and Apr. 2016 (n= 400, confidence interval 4.9%), between May and Sept. 
2016 (n=600, confidence interval 4%) and from October onwards (n=800, confi-
dence interval 3.4%). Entry scores report parties’ voteshare in last general elec-
tion (September 2013). 

These outcomes reflect a deeply bewildered Austrian society for 
which the asylum issue has become by far the most important political 
challenge in the current situation (see figure 3). The refugee crisis has 
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catalysed a growing polarisation in opinions that are made more public 
than before. The display of immense support for the management, care-
taking and integration of refugees clashes with outright denial of “eco-
nomic migrants” and open accusation against “starry-eyed idealists” (Der 
Standard, 2015, September 21). 

Figure 3: Opinion polls – the most urgent political challenge in Austria 

Source: Fessel GfK; n= 1000, polling date: spring 2016. Graphic shows the % of 
respondents that named the following topic the most urgent political challenge, 
Austria has to meet (multiple answers allowed). 

The SPÖ finds itself at the epicentre of this sociopolitical rift, which 
is why its party leader, Chancellor Werner Faymann, was forced into 
resignation in May 2016 after repeated internal protests against his lead-
ership. Even though his successor, Christian Kern, quickly displayed his 
strive to pacify the internal conflict, he did not suggest any reversals of 
the regulations introduced over the previous months – basically maintain-
ing the government’s asylum course. In the ÖVP, on the other hand, this 
course is fairly undisputed, demonstrated not only by the continuously 
strict stance of Foreign and Integration minister Sebastian Kurz but also 
by new Interior Minister Wolfgang Sobotka who, since taking over the 
job from Johanna Mikl-Leitner in April 2016, has further expanded 
claims for an asylum cap, for enforced resettlements, for a denial of refu-
gees to the minimum benefit scheme or for compulsory labour of asylum 
seekers during their procedure (so called “One-Euro-Jobs”). However, 
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despite this severely toughened approach on asylum, the abovementioned 
polls demonstrate a persistent public distrust in the effectiveness of these 
solutions and the functionality of the asylum system. After all, even after 
these recent experiences and despite a federal right to intervention, the 
majority of states still do not meet the legal quota. Cynics might say that 
Austrian politics on asylum has come full circle. 

4. Conclusion: Political Lessons from a Year of Crisis

The political implications of the 2015 European refugee crisis might 
best be summarised in the words of former UN Special Rapporteur on 
Torture and Director of Ludwig Boltzmann Institute for Human Rights, 
Prof. Manfred Nowak:

The current ‘refugee crisis’, as it is oftentimes called, is not a crisis of refu-
gees. Refugees are fleeing from crisis. What we are facing is a crisis of refu-
gee policy. This would be the correct term. (Der Standard, 2015, December 
7) 

In an attempt to identify different dimensions of this political crisis, 
the present case study on Austrian asylum policy has shown that it has to 
be understood as a crisis along multiple lines of political conflict.  

It is a crisis of partisan politics in a coalition setting that encourages 
strategic stalemates and political obstinacy. While for many Austrian 
citizens the amount of refugee influx has been a worrisome development 
in itself, the indecision and the lack of compromise in the government’s 
response has caused even greater insecurity. It undermines public trust in 
the state’s fundamental capacities, leading many people to become sus-
ceptible to radical proponents promising radical solutions. As Austrian 
mainstream parties are experiencing right now, emergency situations 
simply are no suitable terrain for the political bargaining game that usual-
ly characterises coalition politics. 

Moreover, as the Austrian case vividly demonstrates, the 2015 crisis 
is also a crisis of federalisms. Nation-states get trapped in gridlocked 
federal structures if neither in their domestic federal unions nor in the 
supranational union of European member states consensus comes within 
reach. The logic of NIMBYism (not in my backyard) pervades them both 
and leads political actors here and there to reject compromises since each 
one believes to suffer greater injustice, that way risking the corrosion of 
those unions as a whole. Eventually, though, the greatest injustice usually 
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is suffered by those who have little to no saying in these political bargain-
ing processes, in this case refugees themselves.  

Thus, ultimately the refugee policy crisis is also a crisis of solidarity 
– of solidarity between people, not states. While Europe’s states have 
demonstrated their capability to renationalise asylum policy and to fortify 
national borders, in a globalised world these rejections of responsibility 
to one’s neighbour provide merely local relief but no permanent solution. 
Paradoxically, in this situation it’s on civic society and NGOs – often-
times against harsh resistance – to increasingly speak on behalf of those 
(e.g. foreigners) whose interests are of subordinate role for states which 
first and foremost feel obliged to represent their own citizens. This fun-
damental gap leaves us with a severe challenge to international solidarity 
in the 21st century for which new and contemporary solutions of “global 
democracy” are required that go beyond the state-centric dominance in 
international policy making – the handling of global refugee movements 
might just be the most recent litmus test. 
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